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CONTEXT & SCALE

Cost-efficient climate change

mitigation mandates the rapid

expansion of photovoltaic (PV)

module production to multi-

terawatt (TW) scale. Such an

expansion requires enormous

material and energy streams.

Perovskite-based tandem solar

cells are widely regarded as

helpful in solving these issues as

they promise higher efficiencies

and overall lower materials

demands. This work presents a

comprehensive quantitative

assessment of the material

demands and potential supply

criticalities for multi-TW
SUMMARY

Photovoltaics (PV) and wind are themost important energy-conversion
technologies for cost-efficient climate change mitigation. To reach in-
ternational climate goals, the annual PV module production must be
expanded to multi-terawatt (TW) scale. Economic and resource re-
straints demand the implementation of cost-efficient multi-junction
technologies, for which perovskite-based tandem technologies are
highly promising. In this work, the resource demand of the emerging
perovskite PV technology is investigated, considering two factors of
supply criticality, namely, mining capacity for minerals and the produc-
tion capacity for synthetic materials. Overall, the expansion of perov-
skite PV to a multi-TW scale may not be limited by material supply if
certainmaterials, especially indium, canbereplaced.Moreover,organic
charge-transport materials face currently unresolved scalability chal-
lenges. This study demonstrates that, besides the improvement of effi-
ciency and stability, perovskitePV research anddevelopment also need
to be guided by sustainable materials choices and design-for-recycling
considerations.
perovskite PV.

Severe supply risks are identified

for a range of materials that are

widely used in high-performing

perovskite PV devices: cesium

used in perovskite alloys, indium

employed in transparent

electrodes, gold used in back

electrodes, as well as most

organic contact layers. These

results can be regarded as a wake-

up call for the perovskite PV

research community to reassess

current research directions and

align them with long-term

sustainability considerations. As

promising alternatives exist, the

expansion of perovskite PV to a

multi-TW scale may not be limited

by material supply.
INTRODUCTION

To limit planetary warming, cross-sectoral rapid transitions are essential. In the en-

ergy sector, photovoltaics (PV) is the most important energy conversion technology

considering also cost efficiency.1,2 Therefore, a continued drastic expansion of PV

module production is needed, which implies that the PV industry is set to enter

multi-terawatt (TW) module production in the coming years.3 In a recent study, we

assessed the resource demand of such multi-TW PV production scenarios, applying

technological learning models to the current, wafer-based silicon PV market. We

found that although the demand for silver and glass, as well as energy and associ-

ated greenhouse gas emissions, are critical, there are no fundamental resource re-

straints if supply does not decrease and technological learning can be maintained

at a high level.4 Yet, in the study we already outlined that the projected necessary

performance increase of PV will surpass the fundamental efficiency limit of silicon

PV,5 which mandates the introduction of novel PV technologies. The candidates

with the highest technology readiness level to overcome the single-junction effi-

ciency limit are tandem or multi-junction architectures where multiple solar cells

are stacked on top of each other to enable selective harvesting of distinct fractions

of the solar spectrum.6 Because simultaneously, energy demand for solar cell pro-

ductions needs to be reduced considerably, metal halide perovskites have emerged

as highly promising semiconductors for both perovskite/silicon tandem (PST) in the

short-term and all-perovskite tandem (APT) devices in the long-term due to their

favorable semiconductor properties and processability at ambient conditions with
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industrially established coating techniques. Today, the efficiency of PST already sur-

passes the performance limit of silicon devices.7–10

This high potential has led to tremendous research activities on perovskite solar cells

(PSCs). The vast majority of scientific publications have focused on increasing the power

conversion efficiency and stability of laboratory-scale devices (Figure S1). On par with

increasing industry activities, there is also a growing trend toward advancing scalability.

Fewer studies have been published on questions of sustainability, with a focus on the

toxicity of lead or life-cycle assessments.11–13 Few papers have investigated the

supply criticality of individual materials used in perovskite PV stacks, such as lead and

iodine,14–16 bromine,16 cesium,16 and indium.15 However, a study assessing a compre-

hensive inventory of materials relevant for perovskite PV is still pending. Although it

has often been claimed a priori that PSCs are made from abundant materials,17–20 the

fundamental question whether the materials and processes necessary for all individual

layers in PSC stacks and APT solar cell stacks will be available for multi-TW-scale PV

production has not been addressed yet.

In this work, we investigate the hypothesis of resource abundance quantitatively,

assess the material demand for a multi-TW-scale perovskite PV production, iden-

tify potential supply risks for each material, and derive guidelines for further de-

vice optimization and material research. The study is based on a model for future

multi-TW perovskite PV production that is coupled to an inventory of the most

relevant materials used for PSC production. We find that most materials currently

used in perovskite research are likely not linked to a supply risk, although replace-

ments for some commonly used materials need to be found. Two factors of sup-

ply criticality are assessed, namely primary production of minerals as well as the

production capacity for synthetic materials. This approach exceeds the estab-

lished demand-to-production assessment, highlighting that scaling production

from research to industrial levels should also be part of resource availability ana-

lyses. In agreement with previous studies,15 we identify an urgent need to replace

the commonly used metal indium which is employed in transparent electrodes.

Moreover, contrasting to previous publications,16 cesium used in many perovskite

alloys is associated with high supply risks. Production of halides and the most

promising organic solvents to coat perovskite layers require moderate scale-up.

With the exception of PEDOT:PSS, the currently used organic hole-transport ma-

terials (HTMs) will only be expedient for multi-TW-scale perovskite PV production

if the current material synthesis can be scaled by a factor of more than 10,000

times.

RESULTS

Perovskite PV industry growth scenario

We base our assessment on a scenario for the growth of global PV capacity in

compliance with limiting planetary warming to below 1.5�C, calculated within the

REMIND model.21 Our scenario projects a continuous growth of the installed PV ca-

pacity until the end of the century, starting with historical data of global installed PV

capacity of approximately 190 GWp in 2021.22 In line with PV industry roadmaps,6

the scenario yields a installed capacity of 704 GWp/a in 2030 (Figure 1A). The 1

TWp/a milestone is surpassed in 2046, and a production of 4 TWp/a is reached in

2100. This corresponds to a cumulative installed PV capacity of 21.7 TWp by 2050,

and 84.5 TWp by 2100. These projections fall below historical compound annual

growth rates (CAGRs)22 and most other 100% renewable energy scenarios assign

similar or higher PV capacity expansion rates by 2050.1,4 Hence, the estimated ma-

terial demand should be considered as conservative assessments.
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Figure 1. Growth scenarios and material demand for multi-terawatt scale perovskite

photovoltaics

(A) Modeled PV module production compatible with an energy infrastructure to reach the 1.5�C
climate goal. The scenario considers a technology shift from single-junction silicon PV to

perovskite-silicon tandem (PST) peaking in 2047 to all-perovskite tandem (APT) PV. The insets

illustrate the layer sequence of typical PST and APT devices (TCO, transparent conductive oxide).

(B) Material demand in metric tons to produce 1 TWp of a representative APT device configuration23

(see Tables S1 and S2 and supplemental information section ‘‘materials and layer inventory’’). The

considered layer stack is IO:H/SAM/FA0.8Cs0.2Pb(I0.62Br0.38)3/LiF/C60/SnO2/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/

FA0.7MA0.3Pb0.5Sn0.5I3/C60/BCP/Cu (SAM, self-assembled monolayer). The total material demand

of the exemplary solar cell layer stack for 1 TWP is 30,194 t.

(C and D) Annual material demand resulting from the PV growth model for (C) indium used in

transparent electrodes and (D) cesium used in perovskites for PST (gray) and APT (orange) devices.

Dashed lines indicate the demand for 1 TWp. The solid red line represents the annual In or Cs

production in 2019. The green areas under the curve represent the largest amount of materials

bound in the PV infrastructure in the considered scenarios, assuming module lifetimes of 25 years.

For comparison, the area of the dark red box illustrates currently known In reserves of 18.8 kt.24 Cs

reserves are estimated to be 200 kt.25
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With a market share of 95%, the current global PV module production mainly con-

sists of wafer-based silicon PV technology,22 which experienced an increase in power

conversion efficiency of 7.9% relative for each doubling of the cumulative produc-

tion capacity.6 To maintain such learning rates, the International Technology Road-

map for Photovoltaic 2022 (ITRPV) forecasts that the first tandem devices will enter

the mass market between 2024 and 2026, gaining a market share of approximately

5% by 2032.6 This will likely be realized by PST solar cell stacks which possess the

highest technological readiness levels (TRLs) of 7–8 with the company, Oxford PV,

planning to start commercial production within 2023.26 It is reasonable to assume

that, once perovskite PV technology is established with the industrial production

of PST, the full economic prospects will be harnessed by replacing wafer-based

PST with thin-film APT solar cell stacks, which are currently at a TRL of 3. Conse-

quently, we model the market entry of both PST and APT PV technologies, assuming

that a 50%market share will be reached in 2040 for PST PV and in 2050 for APTs (Fig-

ure 1A). Due to the high uncertainty regarding potential market entries, implemen-

tations of triple- and higher-order junction perovskite PV are not assessed here.
1144 Joule 8, 1142–1160, April 17, 2024
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Moreover, the focus on tandems does not exclude amarket potential for single-junc-

tion perovskite PV or other tandem configurations than those assessed in this paper

(e.g., triple-junction solar cell stacks or four-terminal architectures fabricated on

separate substrates). For any of these technologies, the general material inventory

is covered in our analysis, meaning that the PSC stacks will be manufactured from

the same types of materials, whereas the exact material demands will scale with

the number of junctions and depend on the chosen configurations. Our estimates

should not be understood as a market outlook but rather a plausible assessment

of the resource requirements if the global demand for PV modules would be fulfilled

with perovskite tandem devices.
Material demand for multi-TW-scale perovskite PV

We have previously highlighted the criticality in supply of the resource of glass used

as PV module substrate and potential back-sheet encapsulation.4 Furthermore,

several studies foresee material constraints and environmental challenges associ-

ated with the growing demand of the PV industry for base metals such as Cu, Al,

and Fe/steel.27,28 These materials are used for ‘‘peripheral’’ components like the

electrical wiring, mounting, and frame and can therefore be regarded as nearly inde-

pendent of the specific PV technology.

In this work, we exclusively focus on the functional layers of the solar cell stack. As

depicted in the inset in Figure 1A, a tandem device consists of top and bottom solar

cells to selectively absorb parts of the solar spectrum, which are connected by an

interconnection layer. Perovskite tandem stacks consist of multiple functional thin

films comprising the perovskite photoabsorber as well as contact layers and elec-

trodes for charge extraction. Figure 1B depicts the material demand for the produc-

tion of 1 TWp of a representative APT stack (see the materials and layer stack inven-

tory in supplemental information section ‘‘materials and layer inventory’’).23,29–31 In

this example, overall 30,194 t/TWp are needed for multi-TW-scale production and

the assessed material demands range in the order of 100 t to 10 kt/a for most mate-

rials. For each functional layer, there are many material options, which also depend

on the chosen configuration. To account for the many possible realizations of PST

and APT devices, we compiled a comprehensive inventory of the demand of the

most frequently used materials and solvents for PSC manufacturing for each of the

functional layers (supplemental information section ‘‘materials and layer inventory’’).

Figures 1C and 1D exemplarily show the annual demand of indium for transparent

electrodes and of cesium for perovskites resulting from the PV growth model.
Supply criticality of minerals for inorganic materials

In the following, we generalize the above assessment by analyzing a broad range of

material layers commonly used for perovskite PV devices. For each layer, we identify

the inventory of raw materials used and calculate the necessary demand based on

compositions and layer thickness of high-performing devices. Note that not all of

the displayed materials are used simultaneously in one device, but the presented

range ofmaterials allows for the identification of plausible alternatives for critical ma-

terials. For example, if the demand for In for transparent electrodes or Au for opaque

electrodes is discussed, this refers to devices which are realized with such materials.

Yet, such electrodes could also be made, e.g., from fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)

or Cu, respectively, which in turn would result in the depicted demand of Sn or Cu in

the respective categories. For the assessment of specific layer stacks, details on each

material can be found in Tables S1 and S2. Different layer thicknesses can be ac-

counted for by a linear scaling of the reference values listed in Table S6.
Joule 8, 1142–1160, April 17, 2024 1145
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Figure 2. Material demand for 1 TWp/a perovskite PV production and materials bound in multi-

TW perovskite PV installations

(A) Supply risk assessment of inorganic materials used for TW-scale perovskite PV. The figure

visualizes the demand-production ratio (DPR) that relates the maximum annual material demand

for production of 1 TWp/a perovskite modules to the current annual material mining. For

comparability, the organic materials methylammonium (MA) and formamidinium (FA) have also

been added. Dashed arrows illustrate the potential to reduce the DPR by scaling the production.

The underlying material demands were calculated for each functional layer and each material

independently, and the materials can be used alternatively, e.g., Cu electrodes would replace an

Au electrode. Only for the perovskite absorbers combinations of materials are used as specified in

Table S6.

(B) Visualization of the bound-reserves ratio (BRR), relating the materials bound in PV installations

with known mining reserves. The BRR of MA, FA, and Br could not be quantified due to unavailable

data on reserves.

(C) Necessary annual growth rates of global material production to satisfy the demand for

perovskite materials Cs and I. The growth rates for production of Sn, Pb, and Br remain below 0.1%.

(D) Corresponding annual growth rates for production of electrode materials In, Au, Ag, and

graphite.

Quantitative values for (A) and (B) are listed in Table S1. A discussion of the material selection is

provided in the supplemental information section ‘‘materials and layer inventory.’’
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To evaluate and compare the supply criticality, we apply the demand-production ra-

tio (DPR) typically used in supply risk assessments.32 The ratio relates the material

demand for the production of 1 TWp/a PV modules (dashed line in Figures 1C and

1D) to current annual primary production (red solid line). While 1 TWp is a useful func-

tional unit that enables comparability between studies, it is important to note that in

our model, this figure will be surpassed by a factor of 4 by 2100. Figure 2A summa-

rizes the DPR of the studied inorganic materials (see Table S1 for quantitative

values). Most materials have a DPR below or in the range of 1%, which can be consid-

ered as not critical in supply, assuming that material production will remain at a com-

parable level. Given the uncertainties associated with the considered long time-

scales, materials with DPR < 10% may also be considered as not critical in supply.
1146 Joule 8, 1142–1160, April 17, 2024



Box 1. Overview of current production and assessment of future supply of the materials graphite, iodine, silver, gold, indium, and cesium

The materials have been selected due to a high demand-production ratio (DPR) and bound-reserves ratio (BRR).

Graphite

Occurrence and production: Graphite consists of crystalline carbon in the form of stacked graphene sheets of various crystalline forms,

of which several have been successfully implemented in PSC.33 Currently, graphite is mostly produced from mining, but can also be

fabricated from waste biomass.34

Potential future supply: Today, around 14% of the global graphite supply is used for anode fabrication in batteries.35 The International

Energy Agency projects a 25-fold increase in global graphite demand by 2040 for the production of batteries for electric vehicles.36 Despite high pro-

jected growth rates of graphite production (6-9%), existing capacities have been assessed to sufficiently satisfy current and future demands.35 The pro-

jected production increase for batteries would lead to a supply 50 times higher than the demand of the perovskite PV industry.

Assessment of global supply criticality: Low to medium criticality.

Substitutes: Conductive metals, conductive synthetic materials.

Iodine

Occurrence and production: Iodine is currently produced as by-product in sodium nitrate mines or brines occurring in natural gas

production.25

Potential future supply: The current production of I is comparably low, which is reflected in a DPR of 36.5%, with known reserves25

resulting in a BRR of 15.3%. While currently not economic, resources might be further expanded by the rich resources of the oceans, containing 90 Gt of I

at a concentration of 0.06 ppm.25 Seaweeds enrich iodine to 0.45%.25 Brines from water desalination may also become attractive.

Assessment of global supply criticality: Medium criticality.

Substitutes: None. Iodine is essential for band-gap optimization.

Silver and Gold

Occurrence and production: Au and Ag are some of the oldest metals used by humans. Mining and exploration are

accordingly highly mature.

Silver supply: Today, the PV industry consumes approximately one tenth of the global silver production.4 Provided that

the silver market remains unchanged, this renders Ag tolerable for opaque electrode in 1 TWp/a of APT perovskite PV, but not for multi-TW production of

PST and APT. This is consistent with studies focusing on single-junction silicon PV technologies.4,37

Gold supply: Considering that Au mining rates might not be able to be increased extensively, gold is not suited as electrode for TW-scale perovskite PV.

For completeness, it needs to be added that today, less than 10% of Au mining is used for technological applications and, likewise, large gold stocks are

held by central banks. This makes it at least theoretically conceivable that Au is withdrawn from these uses to produce some TWp of perovskite PV over a

limited time. Yet, this appears to be an unlikely scenario as gold electrodes are too costly for competitive PV modules.38

Gold recycling: The use of nanometer-thin Au as interconnection layers is likely feasible from a supply perspective (DPR: 2.0%). However, it may be con-

nected to high dissipation losses (64 t/TWp) if it is not effectively recycled. In a best case scenario where 1-nm Au is deposited on a module with 2 mm

glass/foil module, the Au concentration in the module is approximately 4 g per ton of waste, which is 38 times lower than the Au content in a smart phone

(150 g/t), but at the same level as in gold mines.39 However, as collection and separation have to be considered as cost factor as well, partial recycling of

such thin gold layers may only be economic if the gold layer can be separated in a way that enables Au-concentration during recycling. Eventually, the

profitability of Au-recycling will depend on the revenues of other recycled materials.

Assessment of global supply criticality: High criticality.

Substitutes: Conductive metals such as Cu, Al, Ni. Graphite. For interconnection layers, e.g., heterojunctions from electron and hole transport layers, or

transparent conductive oxides.

Indium

Occurrence and production: Indium is mainly used as transparent conductive oxide in display production, typically as indium tin oxide

(ITO—90%–95% of In2O3 alloyed with 5%–10% SnO2).
24,25 The statistical concentration if indium in the earth’s crust is comparable to

Ag. However, in contrast to the more common silver-minerals, there are only 12 known minerals that contain indium.24 Due to the low

concentration in ores, In is therefore only extracted as by-product, typically as a trace constituent from sulfate minerals, mainly zinc-sulfate.25 Indium

mining is hence tightly coupled to the mining rates of base metals, the exclusive extraction of indium is not economic.40 The demand of In for transparent

electrodes exceeds the current production by a factor of 2 to 4.5 for perovskite/silicon tandems (PSTs) or all-perovskite tandems (APTs), respectively. For

interconnection layers, the DPR is 40% and 30%, respectively.

Potential future supply: Interpolating from reserves of the base metals zinc and copper, the global indium reserves have been estimated to 18.8 kt (15.0

kt for Zn alone).24,41 This results in a BRR of 1,809% for transparent electrodes and 118% for interconnection layers.

Assessment of global supply criticality: High criticality for transparent electrodes, medium to high criticality for interconnection layers.

Substitutes: For transparent electrodes, e.g., aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO), fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO), PEDOT:PSS. For interconnection

layers, e.g., heterojunctions from electron and hole transport layers.

Cesium

Occurrence and production: The statistical occurrence in the earth crust (3 ppm) is comparable to Sn.42 However, Cs (as well as Rb)

belongs to the large-ion lithophile elements. Due to a large ion radius in combination with comparably low ion potential, it is counted as

‘‘incompatible element’’ and crystallizes only in few minerals, which renders it highly dispersed,43 with only one important economical
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Box 1. Continued

source mineral being the rarely occurring pollucite.42 The current global Cs consumption is low and estimated to be 50 t/a at the most, resulting in a

correspondingly low production.42

Potential future supply: Considering the known reserves of below 200 kt,25 with a BRR of 12.1% a scale-up of production is conceivable if the production

can be scaled rapidly enough.16 Today, the Cs market is small and Cs is mainly used for drilling in petroleum exploration.25 In a post-fossil world, this

share may be used for perovskite PV. However, this potential market shift will not able to offset the high demand for Cs from perovskite PV production

as Cs demand for 1 TWp/a perovskite PV requires a 5-fold increase of the current production (DPR: 561%). Even if the Cs content of the perovskite is

reduced from the assumed 20% to only 1%, the demand for 1 TWp/a amounts to 28.9% of the current production (see Table S12). Multi-TW scale PV

hence requires even larger increases of Cs mining with annual growth rates as high as 16.3% (see Figure 2C), which requires a far-sighted establishment

of supply chains.

Substitutes: Methylammonium or formamidinium. Cs-free APTs have been successfully demonstrated.44
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A high risk for supply criticality (see discussion in Box 1) is identified for three mate-

rials with a DPR above 100%, namely Au (DPR, 195%), and In used in electrodes (DPR,

457% for APT) and for Cs used in perovskite absorbers (DPR, 561%).

Furthermore, a potentially critical DPR range of 10%–100% is found for the electrode

materials graphite (DPR, 13.1%) and Ag (DPR, 13.2%), In in interconnection layers

(DPR, 40% for PST, 30% for APT), and I (DPR, 36.5%) in perovskites. Categorizing

these materials as critical in supply requires a more detailed assessment of the cur-

rent and future primary production. As detailed in Box 1, it is likely that the supplies

of graphite and iodine will be sufficiently scalable. Silver consumption remains in the

same range as the demand of today’s PV industry for 1 TWp perovskite PV, but the

demand is exceeded to potentially critical levels for projected multi-TW production.

Note that values for one planar opaque rear electrode are considered here, which is

applicable for APT, but not for PST, where an additional semitransparent electrode

grid on the front is required, which currently is based on Ag in commercial Si-PV

modules.37 Based on the projections of the Ag-demand of silicon solar cells (front

and rear), for PST the consumption could increase by up to a factor of 2.88 (supple-

mental information section ‘‘materials and layer inventory’’), which would raise Ag

consumption to critical levels.

Indium demand for interconnection layers with thicknesses of 20–25 nm may also

become critical.

Using our PV capacity-expansion model, we also assess the bound-reserves ratio

(BRR). This ratio relates the material assets that are bound in global PV installations

to the known reserves of the respective material. In Figures 1C and 1D, we indicate

the bound materials by the shaded green area and the known reserves with the dark

red area. Figure 2B shows a similar behavior of DPR and BRR, but there are also ex-

ceptions: due to relatively larger reserves, the BRR is significantly lower than the DPR

for graphite (3.3%) and Cs (12.1%). In contrast, limited reserves lead to an even

higher BRR compared with the DPR for the Sn in transparent electrode materials

(18.0%) and indium (1,809% for electrodes, 118% for interconnection layers). There

is also a higher BRR for electrode materials Au (904%), Ag (52.1%), and W (14.1%).

Overall, the consideration of the BRR supports the assessment of a high supply crit-

icality for Au, In, and Ag.

Cesium supply criticality requires a closer investigation, as further discussed in Box 1.

There are currently very few applications for Cs which renders the global demand

and hence production low. This is reflected in a high DPR. In contrast, the compa-

rably high Cs reserves indicate that an increase in Cs mining may be feasible.16 It

is instructive to assess the necessary annual growth rates of the mining industry to

satisfy the material demand for perovskite PV (Figures 2C and 2D). Note that this
1148 Joule 8, 1142–1160, April 17, 2024
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representation does not consider the changing demand of other industries. In our

model, the Cs mining needs to be expanded throughout the considered time frame.

The expansion is especially rapid until 2050, where the highest annual growth rate of

16.3% is reached. In conclusion, there is a high supply risk for Cs, which may be

amended by a far-sighted expansion of the supply chain.

The necessary annual growth rates also allow for assessing the supply criticality of

the remaining materials: Iodine is an irreplaceable essential material for perovskite

PV. Considering the sufficient time horizon until 2050 when the annual growth rate

reaches up to 4.1%, it may be feasible to establish the necessary supply chains.

This also applies to graphite with a maximum growth rate of 1.2%.
Supply criticality of synthetic materials

For advanced synthetic materials—like organic materials, which mainly consist of

carbon and hydrogen atoms—just considering the elemental availability is not suffi-

cient, but also the complexity of the synthesis and current technological readiness of

industrial production need to be assessed. The scalability of synthetic materials is

discussed in the following. Quantitative values are listed in Table S2, and detailed

analysis can be found in the supplemental information section ‘‘production and re-

serves of minerals.’’

MA and FA halides

Methylammonium (MA+) and formamidinium (FA+) are essential monovalent cat-

ions for perovskites. MA halides are synthesized by the reaction of halide acids

and methylamine, which is synthesized from the highly abundant base chemicals

methanol and ammonia (current production [CP] > 100 Mt/a). FA halides can be

synthesized from FA acetate, which is produced by the reaction of cyanamide

(CP > 1 Mt/a) in acetic acid (CP > 10 Mt/a).45 Therefore, from the perspective of

base material production, MA and FA halides production for multi-TW-scale perov-

skite PV is not critical as base material production exceeds the demand by a factor

of 106 or 105, respectively.

2D perovskite passivation layers are frequently employed for surface passivation of

the photo absorber layer which can be formed from a wide range of large cation

halide salts.46 We selected n-octylammonium iodide (OAI) as a representative mate-

rial, which is employed in highly efficient PSCs.47 OAI can be easily synthesized by

reaction of the common industry chemicals HI acid and octylamine (Figure S5).

Therefore, as for MA and FA halides, we consider the production of OAI and compa-

rable salts as scalable.

Organic HTMs

Currently, most organic HTMs employed in high-efficiency PSCs, such as spiro-

OMeTAD (53.9% of all published PSCs) (Table S5), PTAA (5.1%), or P3HT (2.4%),

require Pd-based catalyzers during synthesis and are currently only produced for

research. For spiro-OMeTAD, we assessed a global annual production of 7.8 kg/a

(Table S9). To satisfy the HTM demand of 100, 1,320, and 1,430 t/a/TWp production

using PTAA, P3HT, or spiro-OMeTAD, respectively, HTM production would need to

be expanded drastically (12,800, 168,955, or 182,778 times, respectively) (Fig-

ure 3A). With a CP of 227 t of palladium, mainly used for combustion engines, Pd

supply likely represents no risk for the scaling in production of these HTMs. However,

these HTMs can currently be synthesized only in gram-sized batches with a low yield

(17.8% for spiro-OMeTAD, 43.2% for PTAA), long synthesis durations (>45 h for

spiro-OMeTAD, >12 h for PTAA), and complex production routes (7 steps for
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Figure 3. Required increase of production for synthetic contact materials and solvents

(A) Necessary scaling of production and increase in technological readiness level (TRL) of the

industrial synthesis of synthetic materials for 1 TWp/a perovskite PV production. No TRL means that

no technological concept for industrial production has been formulated yet.

(B) Necessary increment of solvent production for the production of 1 TWp/a perovskite PV. Dashed

arrows illustrate potential to reduce consumption by solvent recycling.
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spiro-OMeTAD, 4 steps for PTAA) requiring various educts, solvents, and acids.48,49

If these HTMs are to be employed for multi-TW-scale perovskite PV production,

research on industrial synthesis needs achieve major step-changes.

Bathocuproine (BCP) is a common buffer layer in p-i-n PSCs between the electron

transport layer such as fullerenes and themetal back electrode.23,29,30,50 The synthe-

sis of BCP involves four reaction steps with 14 different reactants and has an overall

yield of 59% (see supplemental information section ‘‘materials and layer inventory’’

for more details). Since the synthesis involves a Pd-catalyzed coupling reaction, as

for the HTMs discussed above, we consider it highly challenging to scale up the syn-

thesis of BCP to the levels of t/a or kt/a.

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), like 2PACz are the HTMs that yield highest effi-

ciencies in tandem PSC.7,30,31 These materials are currently still expensive to pro-

duce. However, they differ from other HTMs as only a molecular monolayer of

approximately 1 nm thickness is needed. Considering the known synthesis routes,

we estimate that the production is principally scalable to the amount of 67 t/a which

is necessary for 1 TWp/a perovskite PV. What remains beyond the scope of this work

is a detailed assessment of the supply or scalability or substitutability of the neces-

sary educts, especially laboratory-type chemicals.

PEDOT:PSS is an exception among organic HTMs as industrial production is already

well established for automotive as well as consumer applications. A PEDOT:PSS pro-

duction of 200 t/a is necessary to fabricate 1 TW/a of perovskite PV, which would

correspond to approximately 10,000 t/a of dispersion. Based on our knowledge of

the industrial landscape, we estimate that material production at this scale is feasible

but might require additional production capacity.

Fullerenes

The industrial production of fullerenes (e.g., C60 or PCBM), which are used as electron-

transport layer, has already been scaled to an annual production in the multi-ton range.

Consequently, although there is a considerable degree of uncertainty about the precise

production volume, reaching the demand of 220 t/a/TWp for APT solar cell stacks ap-

pears to be feasible from a material supply perspective (see supplemental information

section ‘‘production and reserves of minerals’’ for detailed discussion).
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TiO2 nanoparticles

Most of the high-efficiency single-junction PSCs contain a hole-blocking compact

layer of titania (c-TiO2) and an electron-selective mesoporous titania (m-TiO2)

(Table S5). These materials are produced by different methods from a common pre-

cursor of TiCl4, which can be either combined with isopropanol to produce titanium

isopropoxide for the deposition of c-TiO2, or used for synthesis of TiO2 nanopar-

ticles by the flame-spray pyrolysis method,51 from which the m-TiO2 layer is later

fabricated. TiCl4 is typically synthesized from the most common Ti-ore ilmenite

(FeTiO3), which is mined at a rate of 7.6 Mt/a,25 corresponding to a DPR of

0.049%. TiO2 particles have been used for paints and inks for decades, highlighting

thematurity of TiO2-np industry. Today, the TiO2-np production of 3 kt52 already sur-

passes the demand (1.9 kt) for 1 TW/a of APT solar cell stacks.

Solvents

A key appeal of PSCs is that most of the functional layers can be dissolved and pro-

cessed in liquid form. For perovskites absorbers, the most common solvent are

blends of dimethylformamide (DMF) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO).53 Notable al-

ternatives are N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) and g-butyrolactone (GBL).53 Recently,

highly volatile solvents with faster evaporation rates have been considered for large

scale deposition such as acetonitrile (ACN), ethanol (EtOH), or tetrahydrofuran

(THF).54 For contact layers, most common solvents are toluene (Tol), chlorobenzene

(CB), EtOH, isopropyl alcohol (IPA), or H2O. Figure 3B compares the solvent demand

for 1 TWp/a with the current production, demonstrating that there is sufficient sol-

vent production for contact layers, but a manageable scale-up of up to 20% may

be necessary for the additional demand for perovskite absorber deposition. More-

over, as discussed in the next section, the consumptionmay be drastically decreased

with onsite solvent recycling. Therefore, we conclude that solvent consumption rea-

ches volumes that require close consideration, but there will be likely enough supply

for multi-TW-scale perovskite PV.
Perovskite PV recycling and material losses

Asmaterial demand keeps increasing strongly, only a small part of the material feed-

stock of the PV infrastructure can be gained by recycling of discarded PV modules,

and hence supply strongly depends on primary material production. Nonetheless,

the massive material streams in the range of kilotons for individual materials require

thorough consideration of dedicated recycling strategies already in the early stages

of technology development. Therefore, high recycling efficiencies need to be

achieved for end-of-life (EOL) modules and production scrap in all three recycling

stages of collection, preprocessing to separate various materials, and end-process-

ing to achieve purified materials (Figure 4).39

Measured by mass, the PV industry is by far the largest semiconductor industry. For re-

cycling this can be advantageous because it provides a large and rather homogeneous

material base for effective waste management. EOLmodules, however, possess a rela-

tively low value-to-weight ratio, which makes collection and preprocessing distance

sensitive. On the other hand, strongly reduced capital investment costs for perovskite

PV module plants open opportunities for decentralized production.55 This offers the

possibility to establish rather local circular economy material networks.

A key challenge for recycling of silicon PV technologies is that in a module, the silicon

wafers are tightly bound to the glass substrate by the encapsulant, typically polyeth-

ylene-co-vinyl acetate (EVA), which makes it challenging to recover all materials cost

effectively at high purity levels.56
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Figure 4. Guidelines for perovskite PV recycling

Perovskite PV offers promising advantages for innovative recycling strategies if the challenges of

massive waste streams are addressed in early stage of technology research. EOL module recycling

is carried out in the three stages of module collection, materials separation, and final purification.

The first two stages can, especially, well be embedded in networks of local production, use, and

recycling, while less mass-intensive final purification may benefit from centralized economies of

scale. Solvent-assisted material separation is promising to increase the concentration yield

supplied to final purification stage. In all stages, dissipation losses must be anticipated and

minimized.
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In contrast, most layers of the PSC stack can be separated and concentrated by low-

temperature leaching processes via selective organic solvents,57 which also opens

possibilities for innovative design-for-recycling concepts.58 This applies especially

to inorganic materials. In principle, organic materials can also be recycled from

EOL modules since they show different solubility in low polar solvents compared

with perovskite, but this might be challenging and uneconomic in practice, as these

materials will usually have degraded, e.g., by oxidation. Moreover, as the curing of

EVA releases byproducts that can degrade perovskite layers,59 the development of

advanced encapsulants for perovskite PV59,60 opens the possibility to implement

novel approaches where the encapsulation does not only provide robust long-

term protection during operation but is also optimized for EOL recycling. As we

recently demonstrated, this could be realized, for example, by designing the encap-

sulant as a ‘‘release layer’’ that induces a separation between cell and cover glass

upon thermal or wet-chemical activation in the recycling step.58

As for solvent recycling during the production phase, recovery rates of 71% have

been estimated if the solvents are captured in a condenser and purified in a distilla-

tion process.61 Some materials like transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) cannot be

recovered by leaching. If FTO is used as TCO, efficient recycling of FTO glass should

be implemented as the BRR for Sn in FTO is 18.0%.

Finally, reducing material consumption is not an unconditionally advantageous strat-

egy for more resource efficiency. Dissipation of minute layer thicknesses on large cu-

mulativemodule areasmay pose a serious challenge for the goal of a circular economy.

For example, thin 1-nm layers of goldmay not be economically recoverable for individ-

ual recycling sites and perovskite PV production might globally add up to dissipative

gold losses of 64 t/a/TWp. Moreover, the entire APT infrastructure would bind up to

4.95 kt of Au, which corresponds to almost 10% of global Au reserves (BRR = 9.3%).

Thus, dissipation losses need to be considered in the early stages of research.
DISCUSSION

Our criticality assessment of lead, iodine, bromine, and indium is in line with findings

of other studies that investigated the supply criticality for perovskite PV.14–16 Also

the finding of high criticality for Ag agrees with previous assessments.15,16,37,62

For cesium, we find a much higher DPR value in comparison with values reported
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in a previous study that assessed similar perovskite composition.16 We attribute this

discrepancy to an overestimation of the Cs production in this preceding report. The

literature treating Cs production is scarce and there are no official numbers on Cs

production.25 However, the estimates of Cs production used in our study have

been confirmed by the US Geological Survey via personal correspondence. Our

assessment that the current Cs production is likely especially low because there is

a very low demand and that there may be a high potential to scale-up the production

is well in line with the preceding report.16 An important question which requires

further research is whether Cs mining can be scaled at the same pace as the growth

of the perovskite PV industry. Our assessment of solvent demand per square meter

of perovskite PVmodules are well in line with the study by Vidal et al. (see further dis-

cussion in the experimental procedures).61 We are not aware of preceding works as-

sessing the supply criticality of synthetic materials for multi-TW scale perovskite PV.

The material inventory discussed here can be regarded as representative of

frequently used materials for perovskite PV devices. Although the supply criticality

was discussed using the example of 2-terminal perovskite tandem devices, our

assessment can be straightforwardly transferred to other perovskite PV architec-

tures, such as single- or triple-junction devices. To illustrate this further, we briefly

discuss the application to a 4-terminal PST device with a PSC stack of FTO/NiO/

perovskite/PCBM/BCP/aluminum doped-zinc oxide (AZO)/Ag63: all of these layers

are tabulated in Tables S1 and S2; the values listed there simply need to be scaled

by the specific layer thickness in case it deviated from the one listed in Table S6.

Over the long time frame considered in our study, novel materials will appear that have

not been taken into account yet. The inventory of inorganic raw materials is limited by

the number of elements in the periodic table, of which several with relevance for opto-

electronic applications have already been covered here. In contrast, there are vast pos-

sibilities for novel synthetic materials for which the industrial scalability should be

considered already in the early stages of material development. We intentionally did

not apply further selection criteria to the materials inventory, e.g., by discarding mate-

rials that are currently too costly, may induce device degradation, or reduce the solar

cell efficiency, as these properties may change with further material development.

Finally, it needs to be kept in mind that all numbers presented here are associated

with high uncertainties. For example, resource consumption scales roughly recipro-

cally with module lifetime (supplemental information section ‘‘sensitivity analysis of

module lifetime’’). Moreover, a wide range of scenarios for climate-change-compat-

ible annual PV installation rates to limit climate change exist and higher installation

numbers would increase resource demand (by up to a factor of 3 in 2050), while the

perseverance of silicon technology or the emergence of other technologies would

reduce the demand.

Conclusions for perovskite PV research

In this study, we assessed the material demand of a multi-TW-scale perovskite tandem

PV infrastructure. By comparing the results with current material production, we draw

the following conclusions: multi-TW scale perovskite PV is feasible from amaterial sup-

ply perspective; the statement that PSCs aremade from ‘‘abundantmaterials’’ is gener-

ally justified. However, especially the materials In, Au, and Cs are associated with high

supply criticality as the amounts required for 1 TWp/a PSC production represent

approximately 200%, 460%, and 560% of CP, respectively. This is a critical finding as

current research activities—driven by the paradigm established by the highest per-

forming devices—are highly focused on device architectures that employ these
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materials. Indiummust be replaced in transport layers, but already the smaller demand

from its use in interconnection layers is associated with supply risks. Although there are

sufficient known Cs reserves, the necessary growth rates for Cs mining expansion of up

to 16.3% per year are ambitious. To reduce supply risks, research needs to investigate

the development of stable cesium-free perovskites. This finding is especially critical for

the research direction of completely inorganic perovskites as well as for the use of Cs in

stable high band-gap perovskite absorbers. If Cs is believed to be necessary for multi-

TW-scale perovskite PV production, a far-sighted development of the necessary supply

chains is important. Furthermore, Au- and Ag-metal electrodes need to be replaced by

abundant base metals such as Cu, Al, or graphite. With the exception of PEDOT:PSS

none of the synthesis routes of organic charge transport materials are currently

compatible with industrial large-scale production. Pathways for economic upscaling

of production need to be urgently researched. On the other hand, inorganic nanopar-

ticle materials have a high technological maturity and low raw material demand

compared with current annual production.

The layer thickness and hence absolute material demand of the active perovskite PV

devices stack is approximately 200 times lower than that of established Si-based PV

devices. Yet, this work demonstrates that, despite using layer thicknesses in the sub-

micrometer range, 1 TWp/a perovskite PV production implies annual material de-

mands in the range of kilotons for the PSC stack. For the initial build-up of the global

PV infrastructure, little of the required material can be withdrawn from existingmate-

rial stocks within PV, which implies containing or expanding mining activities or the

use of othermaterial stocks, e.g., from fossil industries. An important question, which

is beyond the scope of this work, is whether the necessary mining rates can be

achieved and what will be the implication for humans, the environment, and the

planet. Therefore, further works should focus on other aspects of criticality, such as

supply chain vulnerability or social and ecological aspects. In any case, the large ma-

terial stocks aggregated in PV modules and the foreseeable massive material waste

streams mandate that researchers adapt a resource sensitivity and a ‘‘design-for-re-

cycling’’ thinking already in the early stages of technology development.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and materials should be directed to

and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Lukas Wagner (lukas.wagner@physik.uni-

marburg.de).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique materials.

Data and code availability

Data generated during and analyzed in this study is available in the manuscript or

supplemental information. Furthermore, a document containing underlying data

and specifying the calculations is available in a public repository at https://doi.

org/10.5281/zenodo.10407137.

Expansion scenarios for the PV industry

We use the global multi-regional energy-economy-climate model REMIND

Version 2.1.0 for our analysis.21 REMIND is open source and available on GitHub

at https://github.com/remindmodel/remind. The technical documentation of the

equation structure can be found at https://rse.pik-potsdam.de/doc/remind/2.1.0/.
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In REMIND, each single region is modeled as a hybrid energy-economy system and

is able to interact with the other regions by means of trade. Tradable goods are the

exhaustible primary energy carriers coal, oil, gas and uranium, emission permits, and

a composite good that represents all other tradable goods. The economy sector is

modeled by a Ramsey-type growth model which maximizes utility, a function of con-

sumption. Labor, capital, and end-use energy generate the macroeconomic output,

i.e., gross domestic product (GDP). The produced GDP covers the costs of the en-

ergy system, the macroeconomic investments, the export of a composite good

and consumption.

The energy sector is described with high technological detail. It uses exhaustible and

renewable primary energy carriers and converts them to final energy types such as

electricity, heat, and fuels. Various conversion technologies are available, including

technologies with carbon capture and storage (CCS). The model includes cost mark-

ups for the fast upscaling of investments into individual technologies; therefore, a

more realistic phasing in and out of technologies is achieved.

The scenario used in this paper follows the default settings of the model, which were

also used for scenario S1 in our earlier study.4 To match the historic standing capac-

ity data in the year 2020, 47 GWp were added to the REMIND data in each year.

Furthermore, the REMIND model delivers the cumulative installed PV capacity in

time steps of 5 years until 2060 and in time steps of 10 years until 2100. To obtain

data with a yearly resolution, in a first step preliminary installed PV capacity data

was estimated for the intermediate years using the CAGR calculated for the 5- or

10-year time period. Lower CAGR values in a following time period then sometimes

lead to a sharp drop in the annual active capacity expansion, when going from one

time period to the next. To avoid these artificial oscillations, the data for the annual

active capacity expansion was smoothed by a moving average over G4 years.

Finally, by integrating over these values and smoothing with a moving average

overG1 year we obtained the data for the installed PV capacity data without implau-

sible jumps at the transition between time periods, which is used in the present

study. While there is a certain discrepancy in the transition from the historic to the

projected data, after 2025 the deviation from the REMIND data-points lies below

2.7%. The discrepancy decreases steadily and is below 1% from 2045 on. Respective

data for annual active capacity expansion was calculated from the difference in

installed PV capacity to the previous year.

To account for the module lifetime t of 25 years, the PV production in year t, PtðtÞ, is
calculated from the sum of the active capacity expansion in the same year P(t) and

the production from t years ago by

PtðtÞ = PðtÞ+Ptðt � tÞ (Equation 1)

Modeling of perovskite PV market shares

As the PV market is dominated by silicon PV, it is likely that the first tandem PV mod-

ules to enter the market will use silicon as bottom cell.64 Once perovskite PV technol-

ogy is industrially established via PSTs, it is plausible to assume that the market will

move toward APT and multi-junction devices to unravel the full potential of the

perovskite technology. This study focuses on tandem (two junction) cells. Even

higher power conversion efficiencies can be reached with a larger number of junc-

tions.65 However, it is difficult to speculate on the future development of multi-junc-

tion perovskite PV such as the market entry and number of junctions. The material

demand for devices with more junctions can be interpolated from our assessment,
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considering that the number of layers will increase. Thereby, it can be assumed that,

except for the perovskite layer, the material compositions and layer thicknesses will

be not be fundamentally altered.66,67

To model the market entry of new perovskite technologies, logistic growth was

assumed to the annual production of the new technology Pnew in year t

PnewðtÞ =
PtotðtÞ

1+e� k$ðt� t0Þ (Equation 2)

Herein, Ptot(t) is the total PV production in year t, k describes the growth rate. t0
marks the time when 50% of market share is reached. We assumed that for PST de-

vices, t0 will be reached in 2040, and in 2050 for APTs. A discussion of the assump-

tions underlying the perovskite PV growth model is detailed in supplemental infor-

mation section ‘‘further details on the perovskite PV industry growth model.’’

Plausibility of assumed growth rate

In Equation 2, k is a factor that describes the growth rate, which was set to 0.36 for

PST PV to be in line with the projections of the International Roadmap for Photovol-

taic.6 Comparing with historic data, this can be considered as a conservative esti-

mate. For comparison, between 2016 and 2020, the growth of the market share of

monocrystalline silicon PV to the total PV market could be fit by a logistic growth

curve with a growth factor k of 0.6 (Figure S2). We chose a considerably lower value

as monocrystalline silicon PV was already an established technology by 2016. Like-

wise, a slightly higher growth factor of 0.4 was assumed for APTs to account for the

fact that by that time, technological readiness of perovskite PV technologies will be

industrially mature, however, only for coating sizes of silicon wafers whereas large

scale thin film coating techniques still need to come to maturity.

Module area determination

To assess the produced module area, first the annual PV module capacity addition

was calculated from the installed capacity estimated by the REMIND model. With

the annual module efficiency, projected with an efficiency learning rate of 7.9% for

each doubling of the cumulativemodule production, this yields the annual produced

module area. For the reference of 1 TWp/a module production, a module efficiency

of 30% was assumed. This is an arbitrary, but representative value (reached by 2053

in our model) which results in a module production of 3.33$109 m2/a.

Materials inventory and layer thicknesses

A detailed discussion of the selection of considered materials can be found in sup-

plemental information section ‘‘materials and layer inventory.’’ The material demand

is governed by the required layer thickness. In specific solar cell stacks, these thick-

nesses are optimized to yield the optimal device performance. Therefore, it is not

possible to assign to a specific material a definite layer thickness. In this study, we

considered the layer thicknesses of the latest laboratory efficiency records or of

other high-performing device stacks to represent a well-optimized system. It is

reasonable to assume that, although the layer thickness of future optimized device

stacks may vary, the concrete numbers may not differ by orders of magnitudes,

which is the core focus of the present supply criticality assessment. The layer thick-

nesses used for the assessment are listed in Table S6.

Assessment of solid materials demand

The material demand of solid material is listed in Table S1. For APTs, the material

consumption of contact layers assumes that the respective layer is used twice,
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once in the top and once in the bottom cell. For inorganic materials, the consump-

tion of the mass of elemental materials per unit area was computed. Therefore, the

effective density of each element in the respective material was calculated (e.g., Pb

in perovskite). For perovskite blends, material densities were assessed by a linear

interpolation between reported values of perovskite compounds.
Assessment of solvent demand

For the assessment of the solvent demand of perovskite precursors, first the solvent

demand to coat the targeted layer thicknesses was estimated based on precursor

concentrations reported in the respective publications referenced in Table S6.

Spilling losses during deposition were not considered. For PSTs, this yields a de-

mand of 1.79 mL/m2 DMF and 0.446 mL/m2 DMSO. The formation of the two perov-

skite layers in the APT architecture requires 6.07 mL/m2 DMF and 1.03 mL/m2 of

DMSO, i.e., the total solvent demand is 7.09 mL/m2. For a direct comparison be-

tween different solvents, we set the solvent demand to 7 mL/m2 for all solvents.

This is in accordance to the assessment by Vidal et al.61 who assumed 2.5 mL/m2,

considering that they studied single-junction devices which contain only one perov-

skite layer and have lower layer thicknesses than the perovskite layers in APT de-

vices. For APT devices, two layers—one for each subcell—of each contact layer

were assumed in our calculation.

To assess the solvent demand for contact layers, concentrations of 2 mg/mL PTAA in

Tol,23 0.375 mg/mL SAM in EtOH,23 90.9 mg/mL spiro-OMeTAD in CB,68 and

10 mg/mL PCBM in CB69 were assumed, taking representative literature values as

a basis. To also include isopropanol in the study, the same solvent demand as esti-

mated for EtOH was assumed.
Assessment of material supply

Data on supply and reserves for inorganic materials were obtained from publications

of the United States Geological Survey25 unless otherwise noted (see Table S7). Sup-

plemental information section ‘‘production and reserves of minerals’’ comprises a

comprehensive discussion of synthesis routes for synthetic solid materials. Numbers

for annual solvent production are listed in Table S11.
Annual growth rate

The annual growth rates R in a year t indicates the necessary growth rates of the material

production MðtÞ within one year, RðtÞ = MðtÞ� Mðt� 1Þ
Mðt� 1Þ . The expression assumes that

the material demand for other uses remains constant at the level of material production

of 2019, Mbaseð2019Þ; (see Table S7) whereas only the demand for applications in

perovskite PV, MperovskiteðtÞ; changes, i.e., MðtÞ = MperovskiteðtÞ+Mbaseð2019Þ: Annual

growth rates of the synthetic materials spiro-OMeTAD, PTAA, P3HT, and SAM as well

as PEDOT:PSS, C60 and TiO2 nanoparticles are reported in supplemental information

section ‘‘annual growth rates of selected materials.’’
Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity analysis for the materials cesium and indium, identified as supply critical

in this study, have been carried out in supplemental information sections ‘‘sensitivity

analysis of cesium demand’’ and ‘‘sensitivity analysis of cesium demand,’’ respec-

tively. A sensitivity analysis of the effect of the module lifetime on material demand

can be found in supplemental information section ‘‘sensitivity analysis of module

lifetime.’’
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.joule.

2024.01.024.
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